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ABSTRACT:

Establishment of critical data in the hands of a cloud provider should come with the guarantee of security and availability of data at rest, in motion and in use. There are several alternatives for storage services, while the confidentiality of data solutions for the database as a paradigm of services are still immature. We offer a new architecture that integrates cloud services database with data privacy and the ability to perform simultaneous operations on encrypted data. That it is the first solution for customer service for geographically distributed directly connect to an encrypted cloud database and perform simultaneous and independent operations, including those that alter the structure of the database. The proposed architecture has the advantage of eliminating the intermediate proxy that limits the flexibility, availability and scalability are inherent in cloud-based solutions. DBaaS Secure offers several unique features that distinguish it from previous work in the field of security for remote database services. The proposed architecture requires no changes to the database of clouds and apply immediately DBaaS existing cloud data as experienced cloud PostgreSQL more basic, Windows Azure and Xeround theoretical and practical constraints to expand our solution to other platforms and include new algorithm. It encryption ensures data confidentiality, which allows the server cloud database to perform SQL operation competitors (not only for read / write but also change the structure of the database) provides data. It more encrypted same availability, resilience, and scalability of cloud DBaaS original because it requires no intermediate server.

INTRODUCTION:

Original raw data should be accessed only by persons of trust that does not include cloud providers, brokers and the Internet; in an unprotected environment, the data must be encrypted. These objectives have different levels of complexity, depending on the type of cloud services. There are several solutions that provide privacy for archiving as a paradigm of services while guaranteeing the confidentiality of data in the database as a service (DBaaS) paradigm is still an open research area. Cannot apply fully homomorphic encryption systems because of their excessive complexity. We proposed a new computer architecture that integrates cloud services database with data privacy and the ability to perform simultaneous operations on encrypted data. This is the first solution for customer service geographically distributed to connect directly to the cloud encrypted database and perform simultaneous and independent operations, including changes to the structure of the database. The proposed architecture has the advantage of eliminating the intermediate proxy that limits the flexibility, availability and scalability are inherent in cloud-based solutions. DBaaS Secure offers several unique features that distinguish it from previous work in the field of security for remote database services.

SYSTEM PRELIMINARIES:

SETUP PHASE:
We describe how to initialize DBaaS secure architecture as a service cloud database acquired by the tenant to the provider cloud. We assume that the DBA creates storage metadata table, which initially contains only metadata database, not metadata table. The DBA is responsible metadata database protected DBaaS customers using cryptographic keys generated randomly for all combinations of data types and kinds of encryption and stores them in the table metadata storage after encryption master key. Then DBA allocates main key to legitimate users. policies to control user access are managed by the DBA through a standard language for data control, since in an encrypted database. The next steps DBA creates tables in an encrypted database.

**META DATA MODULE:**
In this module, we develop metadata. So our system does not require a trusted agent or proxy trust because the tenants of data and metadata stored in the database of the cloud are always encrypted. In this module, we design data as tenants, data structures and metadata should be encrypted before leave client. The managed by SecureDBaaS information includes encrypted data encrypted data encrypted metadata and metadata unencrypted data is information that the tenant wants to store and process in DBaaS. SecureDBaaS cloud customers from distance also produce a set of metadata, including information required to encrypt and decrypt data, and other administrative information. Even metadata is encrypted and stored in the cloud DBaaS.

**SEQUENTIAL SQL OPERATIONS:**
Contact former client DBaaS cloud authentication. DBaaS Secure authentication level dependent and pre-state approval process for the server DBMS original. After approval, a user interacts with the database in the cloud DBaaS Secure client. DBaaS Secure analyzes the original mission to identify and tables are involved and to retrieve metadata from cloud database. The metadata decrypted by the master key and the data is used to translate the original plain SQL query into a database of works on Windows XP. Translated activities are not common database (table and column names) or data plain bearings. However, they are valid SQL operations, Secure client DBaaS may remove the cloud database. Translated activity is then revealed by the tenant cloud database data over Windows XP. Since there is a correspondence between the tables and regular tables Windows XP one-to-one, it is possible to loga prevent you trust user database access or change the information about tenants, some by providing the right contains the tables of some a. User privileges are automatically controlled by database unreliable cattle cloud. The results of the question translated, including cattle and tenant information received by the client metadata Secure DBaaS, decrypted by the user. the complexity of the translation process depends on the type of SQL statement.

**CONCURRENT SQL OPERATIONS:**
Support the execution of SQL statements in accordance with the number of independent (and possibly geographically distributed) client is one of the biggest advantages of DBaaS Secure solution compared to the state-of-the-art. Our architecture ensures coherence between tenant data confidentiality and strive for the goal, it is damaged or out-of-date metadata logo to prevent customers from decrypting confidential data tenants resulting in permanent loss of data. A full analysis of the problems and possible solutions related activities in accordance with the SQL data on tenants confidential. Here we noted the importance of the two classes of statements supporting DBaaS Secure: SQL operations do not cause a change in the structure of the database, such as reading, writing and updating; activities involving changes to the database structure through the creation, modification and removal of the database table (data definition of working layer).

**RELATED WORK:**
Secure DBaaS offers original features small, who are already working in the field of security services to a variety of remote database. It guarantees the confidentiality of information, Cloud database in
accordance with the SQL Server implementation (not only read / write, or update database structure) during the data confidential. It provides access to the same force, and scalability of the cloud DBaaS original does not require any central server. response times are affected by the cost of certain cryptographic operations center at SQL load network. More customers, perhaps geographically, to be simultaneously available and independent database cloud service. It does not require broker or agent is confident reliable, because tenants data and metadata stored in the database is always a cloud encrypted. It compatible with most popular server database connections, and can be used on different DBMS implementations, because the solution to all the database agnostic. File System cryptographic and secure storage solutions represent the first job in this area. We do not detail the number of letters and because they do not support the calculation of confidential data. different ways to ensure confidentiality share some information between different services and take advantage of the secrets to share.

So, they prevent the cloud service to read your piece of data or information provider can back up into the clouds. It is recommended that the first step which makes it possible to make the volume of requests for information and services into a solid. Secure DBaaS Unlike these solutions, it does not require the use of multiple cloud providers, and uses SQL-aware encryption algorithms to support SQL functions most confidential data. Secure DBaaS close working relationship used to protect the confidentiality of the information management database unreliable.

In this case, the main problem is to address the cryptographic techniques that can be applied to the eye because DBaaS standard SQL DBMS can only write data operations. Some DBMS engines allows you to encrypt data via file system feature called Transparent Data confidentiality. This feature is possible to build more trust DBMS untrusted storage. However, DBMS believed and decrypts the data before using them. Therefore, this method does not mean DBaaS, SecureDBaaS because we assume that the cloud service is unreliable. Other solutions, such as [18], which allows implementation of many confidential data. These systems to preserve the confidentiality of information in cases where the DBMS is not reliable; However, they need a DBMS engine modified and are not compatible with the DBMS software (both commercial and open source) used by a cloud service provider. Meanwhile, SecureDBaaS compatible with standard motors DBMS, which allows tenants to build secure cloud DBaaS seats database cloud services already available. For this reason, they SecureDBaaS additional means to protect the confidentiality of the information unreliable on encryption techniques SQL DBMS implementation allow more data intelligence, and is compatible with standard DBMS engines. However, the designs of these solutions is based on representative and reliable medium to send between each client and server DBMS unreliable.

Access to the proposed model, the authors employed a data DBaaS data blocks where each item of data. When you need information that belongs to the block must represent a reliable block of all to read and analyze the information that we needed to block one. Therefore, this design choice is to replace the original SQL serious operation on every client, which causes the value of fixed and DBMS server and proxy trust. Other papers presented to the public and to increase the subset of SQL support workers, but they share the same architecture represented on the problems within. On the other hand, they do SecureDBaaS Windows XP operations data via SQL encryption algorithms intentionally.

**CONCLUSION:**

We propose a new architecture that guarantees the confidentiality of the information stored in the public cloud database. In contrast to state-of-the-art system, our solution does not rely on an agent to look at the middle point of a neck of the bottle and a failure to reduce the availability and scalability of cloud database standard. Much of the research include solutions to support the activities of SQL at the same time (including the statement that changes the structure
of the database) so that data encrypted on by consumers heterogeneous and possibly geographically dispersed. architecture proposed requires no changes to the database in the cloud, and it is urgent that can be applied to DBaaS cloud are tested PostgreSQL Plus Cloud Base No limit to the theoretical and to extend our solutions to other platforms and a new encryption algorithms. It is worth to note that the results of the test based on TPC-C benchmark standard shows that the effects of the confidentiality of data in the form of response time would be negligible, because the network load from a roadside bomb in cases clouds are common. In particular, once read and write operations, not out on the base of the structure because of the negligible encoded. Dynamic support cases characterized by a (possibly) simultaneously changes the structure of the database, but at the expense of high-cost accounting. These results pave the way for future improvements in screening.
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